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None of the Massage Advisory Committee Members were able to make the meeting on May 6, 2013 so I 

sent them a copy of my comments and we ‘met’ via email.  The members who responded were in favor 

of the switch to the evening clinic hours. 

Enrollment and Recruitment 

 

The main challenge we face remains declining enrollment.  It appears to be a general decline as schools 

all over are experiencing declines.  There have been quite a few closings of smaller schools.  I started the 

year with 5 students.  Tragically, one of our students died suddenly in October.  Another student dropped 

the program in the first semester so I had three students graduate on May 17.  I'm very proud of the 

students I had and they certainly received lots of one-to-one teaching time!  I know other programs 

(especially those that are new or change locations) have had some difficulty getting student numbers up 

in the first few years. 

  

We are hoping to attract more students by switching to an evening and weekend course in the 2013-

2014 school year.  The curriculum will not change; just the time of day classes are offered.  We currently 

have four complete applications for Fall 2013 classes.  At least one of the students said she is only able to 

enroll because of the switch.  The program is open to 25 students--which would require some major 

adjustments!--but I would be thrilled with 12 and delighted with 7-8. 

  

We have a limited marketing budget for the Luverne Center but we did run a billboard campaign in Sioux 

Falls during the month of March and there are plans to run it again in July.  We have had some interest 

from students in the Sioux Falls and Brandon area but I am not aware of any specific interest due to the 

billboard yet.  Katie Heronimus (the Center Director) does many high school visits during the school year 

and we also have some high school aged students visit the center in the summer to do a sort of 'scrubs 

camp'.  The students get a chance to experience either seated massage or a spa technique and they 

always seem to enjoy massage therapy. :-)  Our annual Scrubs Camp was cancelled this year due to the 

ice storm.  These are activities that may not have an impact on next year or the following one but the 

hope is that students will be aware of what is offered here when they are ready to make a decision. 

  

I am hoping that my recent graduates are out there practicing and representing Minnesota West's 

program well and that word will spread as their clients see how wonderful they are! 

  



I also plan to send out surveys in the next several weeks to former graduates and current employers of 

graduates to get their thoughts on the program. 

  

New Addition to Program 

  

I had a pleasant surprise this year.  I had applied in Dec. of 2011 for Carl Perkins grant money to 

purchase the Anatomy in Clay learning system.  http://www.anatomyinclay.com  I did not receive it 

initially but there must have been unused dollars available because I received notice in September that 

I'd received the funding.  We received the models this December so I was able to use them (briefly) in 

the spring session during our trigger point session.  I do believe they will be very helpful but I would like 

to take a workshop in order to use them more effectively.  They are *really* cool and can be used to 

teach all the body systems, not just musculoskeletal.  I will be using them this fall for the kinesiology 

class as that is where I feel they will be the most helpful.  Figuring out the best way to incorporate them 

into the kinesiology class is my main goal for the summer.   

  

New Rooms for Massage Wing 

  

When you have visited the center in the past, I'm sure I pointed out the rooms opposite the reception 

desk that were used for the Medical Assisting program.  With the recent renovation of the former medical 

center building, The MA program moved into the newly remodeled area and that freed up the two 

adjoining rooms.  It was a joy to teach with them this past fall.  I am able to get six students in those 

two rooms so I can keep a much closer eye on them in those early months learning strokes and 

techniques;  I do not have to run from room to room.  Even when we have a larger class, I'll be able to 

minimize the steps and time away from practicing pairs.  Please stop in if you haven't seen the new 

addition yet. 
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